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A “vintage” in the world of meals allergy cooking, “What’s to Eat? Sections include: Tables of
Contents & Recipe List, Launch, Ingredients, Basic Recipe Information, Soups & Salads, Beef,
Poultry, Fish, Pasta, Potatoes, Rice, Vegetables, Miscellaneous, Quick Breads & Breakfast Foods,
Cakes, Cookies, Other Desserts, Menu Suggestions, and Glossary. Listed below are recipes
which can be loved by everyone, if they suffer from food allergies or not really. The book is
packed with over 145 kitchen-tested dishes for from soups and salads to primary courses, side
meals, breakfast foods and baked items – all completely dairy-, egg- and nut-free, & most
using substances that you can get at your neighborhood supermarket. These recipes are
irresistibly good – the complete family will love them, and guests will not believe they’re
becoming served “special diet plan” foods. “What’s to Eat?” also includes ideas for complete
menus, and a guide to assist you determine if an ingredient is “safe” to use. If you don’t want
to feel “limited” by a restricted diet, “What’s TO CONSUME? As an added reward, all 45 of the
baked goods recipes in this publication are also completely cholesterol-free and Kosher
Pareve.” can help simplify the difficult task of managing multiple food allergies. The Milk-Totally
free, Egg-Free, Nut-Free Meals Allergy Cookbook” can be a comprehensive cookbook for
anyone who must eliminate dairy food, eggs, peanuts and tree nuts from their diets.
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This is the best food allergy cookbook This is my favorite food allergy cook book. It gave me
concepts of what to feed my toddler child who was simply newly diagnosed. So we are
pleased with that and enjoy it for what it is. I take advantage of the egg replacer out of this
cookbook as a substitute in my other recipes. Inside our home we are able to begin to eat our
way - every day! That is not something I can say for most other cookbooks I've tried.I know that
some individuals will say, "well that is only a cookbook of quality recipes that avoid milk and
nut ingredients. I wrote back to you about this. If you are looking for a "cheesecake substitute"
recipe that's like cheesecake, only dairy free, this cookbook is not for you. I've found that there
are two universities of thought with food allergy cooking.com A favorite! For example, you may
try to create a dairy free, gluten free, egg free of charge pizza that appeared and tasted
similar to the "real" point. It's much easier to just play some eggs than to help make the
oil/drinking water/baking soda mixture essential to use these recipes. The pancake recipe is a
staple in our home! This cookbook will take the approach our family has chosen to consider,
find different dishes/foods that you enjoy that don't make an effort to become what they aren't.
Those are the areas where this cookbook treads lightly. 7 1/2 years later, it really is still the only
person I consistently use from the 15 - 20 I have bought. This is probably more effective for
those households who decide everyone will eat the same way. With 3 from the 4 folks in the
family getting the same food restrictions, that was an easy decision for us to create. Book is
okay mostly stuff I knew about already. Desperate to find a solution to dinner (and other
meals), I was pleasantly amazed to learn over 100 quality recipes for salads, soups, main
dishes, breads, side dishes, and desserts. Great! My son (a 1 year old) was identified as having
food allergies (Egg, Nut, Milk, Fish, ShellFish, Tree-Nut). So, normally I assumed when my son was
identified as having food allergies that he would never consume cakes, pancakes and breads!
With the help of this cookbook I could now prepare for my son the majority of his preferred
foods! The pancake recipe was a certainly a lifesaver...I could not work out how to prepare
this much loved favourite without the egg and milk...this cookbook solved the problem and he
LOVES them! The recipes are practical and easy to check out. Highest Recommendations! Now
we know what's to eat! Our two males have been diagnosed with food-induced eczema.We
am looking towards testing these recipes and acquiring a freedom in our meal plans that does
not include stops at the neighborhood fast food cafe. Linda's cookbook makes cooking
without milk and eggs easy! The pancake recipe is by considerably the very best I have
produced that accomodates my children' allergies (when we alternative rice milk for the soy
milk in the recipe) - they come out with a good fluffy texture rather than the gummy mess I
acquired when using other quality recipes with my regular substitutes. What a blessing to the
mother to get the book What's to Eat? - The Milk-Free, Egg-Free of charge, Nut-Free Meals
Allergy Cookbook.Your day I received the book in the mail I sat straight down and browse the
cookbook, cover to cover. I hope you enjoy it just as much as we do. In addition, there are
several suggested menus for unique occasions. Lifesaver I am a mother of 2 children with
multiple food allergies. The ingredients aren't obscure, and either in my kitchen already or I
have seen them in my own supermarket on a regular basis. For the next four days, I have setup
a menu from the recipes in the reserve and have made a listing of seven ingredients that I do
not currently have in my pantry, mostly herbal remedies. This would become a breeze if they
would just both be allergic to the same foods. Given that we are gluten free of charge too, I
just use these recipes and substitute a gluten free of charge flour and the dishes still work.To
check out me as I review results about the dishes, come to raisingthemforthelord.blogspot. The
first is to try and duplicate exactly what you were eating before, only in a "safe" way. This is



among my current favorite cookbooks (and I've a number of!). The primary culprits are eggs,
nuts, and dairy.. These were recipes that simply didn't call for those that cause allergic
reactions.It had been great to find a cookbook that accomodated the majority of the major
allergens for my kids - there are some recipes we can not use due to soy elements, but those
have become few, and the rest more than replace that.I recommend this book to everyone I
understand who has a identical allergen list. It offers some wonderful cookie recipes! Five Stars
Love the quality recipes in this book therefore does all of those other family. Salads-Beef-
Poultry-Fish-Pasta-Potatoes-Rice-Vegetables-Miscellaneous-Quick Breads & Five Stars
Publication is in great condition. Given that my son provides outgrown his egg allergy, we
"technically" won't need to depend on this cookbook--we STILL make a number of these recipes
even now. A chicken recipe is good and doesn't need dairy. Not enough for trouble spots The
writer warns this book isn't a place to find "replacement" foods, but rather a book of recipes
that "just happen to be" allergen-free. The cake quality recipes, however, taste too "healthy"
for my children. :) Other than that, we've not attempted anything because we haven't needed
to. I know how exactly to make vegetables and main meals without dairy, eggs or nuts. I don't
need a special cookbook for those.Also, the recipes never let for "growing out" of allergies.
We've simply discovered that my boy, while he still provides his dairy allergy, may no more
become allergic to eggs. For all of us, we have found that this is not really a realistic way to
strategy our food allergy diet. It would be nice if the author allowed for substitutions if not all
the allergies exist. I grew up with delicious, homemade food.The Egg, Dairy and Nut Free
Cookbook.In summary, this is a great cookbook and was a lifesaver for all of us. .. And several
other recipes have managed to get into our regular rotation - sweet & Book is okay mostly
stuff I knew about already. Most likely arrived in middle of rain storm handbag was ripped and
reserve got wet." EXACTLY. Was expecting recipes that used other ingredients compared to
the allergens ... Was expecting recipes which used other ingredients compared to the allergens.
sour turkey meatloaf, easy winter potatoes, fruited carrot salad, and probably even more that
I'm not really remembering now. Five Stars Love it Life Saver "What's to consume?" literally saved
us when we found out our child had an egg/peanut/tree nut/sesame allergy!Overall, I'd say it's
an excellent book, but I prefer  This cookbook was then only one that I could find that
addressed the harder of the three to avoid (milk, nut, and egg). Boy was I incorrect! But, alas,
we have a varied selection of nonoverlapping allergies. You are going to end up being
disappointed and the foods that you try to replace them with are probably not that healthy
for you. And the Orange Marble Layer Cake was our "head to" birthday cake recipe
(gobbled up by everyone at the party)! Egg, nut and dairy allergies cause difficulties with
breakfast, dessert and baked foods. You will not end up being sorry purchasing this reserve!
This book is a superb resource for food allergy families. Her chapters include:-Soups & Breakfast
Foods-Cakes-Cookies-Other DessertsWhile I assert that people sometimes WANT substitute
foods, my biggest complaint is normally that it doesn't have sufficient where these allergies
trigger problems. Recipies are easy and good.Finally, I could plan a menu we can all of the
enjoy without planning two or three meals per meal period. Finding this cookbook right after my
oldest was diagnosed with food allergy symptoms was a lifesaver. I was at a complete loss in
regards to what or how exactly to cook on her behalf. This cookbook provided us so many
choices. The recipes are delicious, easy to follow with ingredients I currently had in my house. I
loved the reserve so much I bought the other cookbook right away. Delicious!
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